
 

 

 

1) Overview Information 

a. One of the lesser known events on the Kentucky Derby Festival schedule is the Health Fair 

presented by WellCare Health Plans. The Health Fair provides an opportunity for local non-

profits, health, fitness and wellness organizations to display and interact with the community. 

These organizations can hand out information, do demonstrations or simply talk to attendees 

as they make their way through the fair. Produced concurrently with the Pegasus Parade 

Preview event (in a separate section of the venue), a Pegasus Pin allows entry for attendees to 

visit the Health Fair as well as the Parade Preview, a great two for one value.   

b. One of the primary goals of the Kentucky Derby Festival is to provide affordable, family 

entertainment with an educational component and the Health Fair (and Parade Preview) falls in 

line with that goal. The Health Fair is a great opportunity for children and parents alike to learn 

about all kinds of health topics from proper dental care, to the benefits of acupuncture. The 

objective of this program is to provide an outlet for organizations to disseminate information 

about health initiatives in an environment that is accessible to a large group of people. The 

Health Fair seeks to educate attendees in a laid-back, fun atmosphere.    

c. The target audience for this event is families and individuals with young children, as well as 

the geriatric population. Many of the exhibitors are geared towards children, however a wealth 

of the information is transferrable across many populations. Attendance is bolstered by the 

presence of the Parade Preview, but both events see between 5,000 and 7,000 attendees 

annually. The number of exhibitors is limited only by the amount of space in the venue and thus 

we seek to accommodate as many as possible. In 2015 the Health Fair hosted 35 unique 

organizations.  

d. The “curriculum” of this event is (by design) very un-structured. Allowing individuals to move 

about the room at their own pace, visiting booths that specifically interest them, is the best way 

to ensure attendees are engaging with vendors that appeal to their interests. This is the most 

non-threatening and affordable way for individuals to learn about a particular procedure or 

condition that may afflict them, while also learning about a wide array of topics. Exhibitors at 

the 2015 Health Fair ranged from the Wolter Chiropractic, to the Food Literacy Project, and 

everything in between. These exhibitors are expected to provide their own curriculum and 

content, and many utilize demonstrations or give-aways to help convey their information.  
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e. The educational programming is provided by the individual exhibitors and vendors in a fair-

style format. Each exhibiting group is provided with a booth and they are expected to furnish 

their own content and materials. The format is very open and free flowing, giving attendees the 

ability to move around the venue at their own pace and visit exhibitors that appeal to them. 

The venue itself is located within the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center, and is shared with 

the Parade Preview event. This size of the facility provides a great venue to house two events 

concurrently. 

f. The Health Fair is open to an array of institutions and there are a number of local and 

national organizations that choose to take part. The University of Louisville is a natural fit with 

its’ campus just a few miles away from the venue, and UofL was represented this year by 

representatives from their Child Development Studies Program as well as their Fitness 

Evaluation Program. There are also a number of smaller, local educational organizations who 

take part, such as the Louisville Food Literacy Project. In addition to the local organizations who 

choose to participate we also cater to national organizations who want to gain exposure, such 

as the American Diabetes Association, Lupus Foundation of America and March of Dimes. 

g. Many exhibitors at the Health Fair elect to give away items to the attendees. The items given 

away range anywhere from healthy, edible treats to a roll of dental floss, whatever helps to 

engage with the attendee. Most of the exhibitors will also provide brochures or pamphlets with 

pertinent organizational information to send with attendees. The major takeaway for the 

families and children attending is the importance of living a healthy life and being proactive 

about health and fitness initiatives. Whether an exhibitor is giving away tangible items or not, 

they all strive to pass along the sense of importance in living a health lifestyle.  

h. The Health Fair is a four hour long event taking place in the afternoon/evening from 5:00pm-

9:00pm. This time frame helps make the event accessible for our target market of school-aged 

children and families. The 2015 Health Fair was the 8th edition of this event.  

i. The Health Fair ties into the Kentucky Derby Festival’s educational mission and also fits our 

model based on inexpensive family entertainment. Like the majority of KDF events attendees 

are able to attend the Health Fair (as well as the Parade Preview) for just a Pegasus Pin. This 

event is often referred to as a “hidden gem” on the KDF schedule as it is one of our lesser 

known events, but one of the most popular.  

j. This event’s budget is largely contingent on the sponsorship revenue received for exposure on 

this event, as there is no fee for attendees. The expenses are relatively low as the Health Fair 

shares a facility with a larger event, and does not have much infrastructure other than tables, 

chairs and a truss structure to serve as the entryway.  



k. The presenting sponsor of the Kentucky Derby Festival Health Fair in 2015 was WellCare 

Health Plans. WellCare, based out of Tampa, Florida provides Medicare and Medicaid managed 

care health plans for 2.2 million members and continues to grow in the Kentuckiana and 

Eastern Kentucky regions.   Because the KDF Health Fair offers educational activities and 

information that is health related to families and seniors, WellCare was an appropriate partner 

for this event.  In addition to $14,000 in sponsorship dollars and interactive display they 

contributed to the event, WellCare was able to bring in some of their closest partners such as 

the YMCA, Family Health Centers and American Heart Association to add to the variety of 

health education offerings . 

KentuckyOne Health was also a contributing sponsor on the event and provided an extremely 

large array of organized interactive health related activities.  These offerings included an 

inflatable heart and colon, both large enough for attendees to walk through and view various 

valves, passageways, and tissues which proved to be a huge draw for the children attending the 

event.  Other activities provided by KentuckyOne Health were fitness evaluations, massage 

therapy stations, BMI screenings and blood pressure screenings. 

Besides the opportunity to interact with thousands of attendees enjoying the Parade Preview 

and Kentucky Derby Festival Health Fair Presented by WellCare Health Plans, sponsors received 

additional benefits including mentions in radio, print and television campaigns. 

l. Unlike many other events the effectiveness of the Health Fair isn’t measured financially, but 

by the feedback of attendees and exhibitors. The goal of the event is not to create revenue, but 

to educate the attendees and thus surveys and interviews are the best way to measure the 

satisfaction of attendees. The Health Fair is often referred to as the “hidden gem” of the Derby 

Festival and the event continues to grow year over year. The number of exhibitors who request 

a booth has increased over the last three years with little to no recruitment, displaying the 

value these groups feel they are getting from the experience. What began as an outlet for a KDF 

sponsor in the health field has become a stand-alone success and one of the best attended 

events on the Kentucky Derby Festival’s schedule.  

2. Supporting Questions 

 The only change from the 2014 to 2015 Health Fair was the addition of a new title 

sponsor in WellCare Health Plans. This required new signage, but did not require any 

major operational changes. The Health Fair is designed to be very self sufficient and thus 

does not incur many changes year to year.  

 


